POWERFUL, INNOVATIVE
AND COMFORTABLE

With the M1200 mist sprayer everything becomes easier. Also for the
most demanding professional worker. It is easy to adapt, thanks to the
adjustment of the liquids outlet. It is easy to use thanks to the new
ergonomic handle and its increased power. It's easy to make it last a
long time, thanks to its simple maintenance.

The fruits of the Earth in good hands. Since 1967.

HIGHLY
TECHNOLOGICAL
—

M1200
Engine

Model C7 / 2-stroke / 77 cc / 3,6 kW

Air speed

105 m/s

Air volume

27 m3/min

WIDE RANGE
OF ACCESSORIES
—

Dry weight

Capacity

Without tubes 11,35 Kg

With tubes 12,2 Kg

Fuel tank: 2,3 L

Liquids tank: 17 L

Drops micronization

Ø 90 µm

0-3,5 L/min

Liquids outflow

Maximum range

ERGONOMIC
—

Packaging

Horizontal: 18 m

Vertical: 16 m

78 x 46 x 38 cm

It looks like the clouds contain nothing. But those produced from our machines they are full of substance.
Not just for speed and the volume of air on the move but also for the tank capacity and the power
delivered from the engine.
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Technical Specification

Accessories

0G.334.00

Our goal is to continually improve. And another quality of our machines
is their versatility and adaptability to the work needs of each operator.
For this reason, many accessories are available in various models
that expand and refine the functions provided.

0G.392.00

BOOSTER PUMP

EXTENSION TUBE

It keeps the solution inside
the liquid tank always mixed,
it increases and stabilizes the
product outlet pressure.

It is suitable for particularly
aired areas. It allows getting
close to the area to treat,
while reducing the product
dispersion (the booster pump is
necessary).

0G.346.00

KIT TANK FOR
POWDERS
AND GRANULA
Perfect for distributing
powdered products, granular
or seeds.

0G.341.00

0G.394.00

It includes the 45° grid for diverting
the product outflow, the round
grid for decreasing the speed of
the outcoming air, for greenhouse
treatments and the double-angle grid
for separating the flow in two ways.

It doses the amount of the outcoming
product and allows performing
ultra low volume treatments to obtain
drops Ø less than 70 μm (the booster
pump is recommended)

KIT 3 DIVERTERS

M ADE

0G.275.00

DOUBLE SPHERICAL
DIFFUSER

IN

It allows the liquid to be
directed simultaneously
on two rows.

ADJUSTABLE DIVERTER
It adjusts the inclination angle of the
outcoming flow.

0G.340.00

ULV DIFFUSER

0G.391.00

0G.395.00

BOOSTER AND
FILLING PUMP
It keeps the solution inside
the liquid tank always mixed,
it increases and stabilizes the
product outlet pressure. It allows
filling up the tank without having
to take the equipment off your
shoulders.

KIT TUBE INVERSION

KIT FOR BLOWING

0G.345.00

0G.150.00

It performs a treatment in the
opposite sense to that of the
operator.

Pipes and diffusers for
blowing.

3 nozzles in different colours
with different diameter of the
hole: Ø 1,5 - Ø 2,5 - Ø 4,0 mm.

CALIBRATED NOZZLE KIT
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